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TLB: The muscle one needs

S
mith Power Equipment (SPE) re-
cently introduced the Kubota L45 
diesel TLB (tractor, loader, and 
backhoe) into the southern African 

market. With its hydrostatic transmission 
L45 is ideal for contractors, landscapers, 
rental users and homeowners wanting pro-
fessional results as it is packed with power.
Mr Deon Engelke, SPE’s Kubota brand man-
ager, says that the Kubota L45 TLB not only 
has the muscle one needs for almost any 
job, but its advanced technologies provide 
the versatility that is required in the seg-
ments in which this machine operates. 

‘The L45 was not built only for power and 
versatility. It was also designed to be 
comfortable for the operator. In line with 
Kubota’s obsession to ensure that a com-
fortable operator is a productive one, it has 
increased the width between the fenders 
on the L45 by nearly 75 mm and has used 
some of that room to add armrests. The L45 
also features a full flat deck for easy mount-
ing and dismounting, as well as the always 

easy-to-read Intellipanel®,’ Engelke says. 
In addition, the L45’s distinctive slant new 
hood design is not just for good looks. This 
unique styling offers operators a greater 
field of view, allowing them to see more of 
what is in front of them. ‘Importantly with 
a machine that has so many functions, the 
hydraulic engineering is all-important. All 
hydraulic hoses are routed through the 
boom and arm for improved hose protec-
tion and durability – not to mention the im-
proved visibility,’ he adds.

Backhoe
With the L45’s HST Plus transmission its 
heavy-duty backhoe operates more effec-
tively than ever and combining the HST Plus 
with the new backhoe crawling mode sig-
nificantly increases productivity.

The backhoe has a 3 m digging depth, Also, 
the optional quick coupler helps to change 
buckets in a ‘snap’. This is the perfect option 
for those who do a lot of bucket work and 
frequently change bucket types.

Front loader
Excellent operation, better visibility and 
superior versatility are just some of the 
reasons the L45’s performance-matched 
loader is considered unrivalled for power 
and productivity. With a 1 600 kg of break-
out force, 1 000 kg of lift capacity and a 
2,8 m lift-height, these robust loaders have 
the strength and reach for most projects. An 
important feature when using the front loader 
is the slanted boom, which matches the L45’s 
hood and provides operators with a greater 
field view when changing attachments. It is 
simple to use and no tools are required for 
easy on/off buckets and pallet forks. The 
L45’s independent PTO allows you to engage 
and disengage the rear PTO while the trac-
tor is in motion. This means there is no need 
to stop the tractor to engage or disengage 
the rear PTO ensuring the enormously high 
productivity levels that Kubota has become 
famous for. Also, for safer and more conveni-
ent PTO use, the L45 features an auto shut-off 
and protective slip-up shield. Visit them dur-
ing NAMPO at stand 139.  
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